
Viscount Systems 

INVESTMENT UPDATE 

Microsoft (MSFT) is finally coming around to the right vision for the company, namely their 
“Devices and Services” strategy. This accelerates the convergence of physical devices into the 
world of IT. We’ve recently written about the strong relationship Viscount (VSYS) has cultivated 
with Microsoft1. This is giving Viscount strong visibility with large enterprise customers.  

This does make it fairly certain that we have in fact reached the tipping point for the “the in-
ternet of things” or what more hardware-oriented folks describe as the “trillion sensor net-
work.” In any case, it gives Viscount an open opportunity to add another monetization facet 
to their business by licensing out the building blocks of their IP-based solution to physical access 
control.  

In the near term, the ramp of year-over-year and sequential growth trends remains intact for the 
company as they enter the last days of the December quarter.  Revenue from their new products 
(Liberty and Freedom) is leading growth and becoming a larger portion of revenues. These 
results are being achieved despite government agencies (their largest market) being budget con-
strained by the US government sequester.  

Operationally Viscount has added senior talent in distribution channel management and re-
gional operations along with more technical support staff to allow them to convert more of 
their opportunity pipeline to sales. These additions increase our confidence that the company is 
building the internal execution capability they will need in 2014.  

The reason we are excited about the licensing opportunity is because 1) Viscount has a strong 
and visible partnership with Microsoft in this area, 2) they have over 60 patents pending in and 
around the converged physical/logical security space and 3) probably every access control vendor 
will be asked to offer tight integration with IT security and access control on Microsoft Active 
Directory and other role-based authorization systems.  

With a robust and cost-effective licensing solution Viscount can achieve excellent penetration 
more quickly and with less capital and risk than a direct approach. The two go hand-in-hand at 
this stage of market development but things are likely to move more quickly next year. 
 
Our base case IV model for VSYS suggests a company valuation of $0.26/share versus the current 
$0.07. As business results expand in 2014 we expect to see the company move towards our IV es-
timate.  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 http://s3.amazonaws.com/Published_Research/Viscount_Systems_VSYS_Update_Nov_2013.pdf 
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ABOUT SOUNDVIEW RESEARCH 
 
SoundView conducts independent research in emerging technologies. Our approach is to combine major 
thematic forces where technology is involved and use analysis to identify the most promising companies and 
investment opportunities. 
 
Our business model is combination of advisory fees, subscriptions and shared revenue agreements. We 
measure our success by the quality of our analysis, accuracy of the conclusions and the size and influence of 
our audience. We apply our own proven approach to valuation that we call intrinsic value (IV) for informing 
investment decisions and optimizing portfolio management. 
 
IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 
 

1. The analysts who prepared this report certify that the content expresses accurately their personal 
views and opinions about the subject companies and securities. The analysts have not been and will 
not be receiving direct or indirect compensation for expressing the specific views or conclusions in 
this report. 
 

2. Except where otherwise noted, clients or affiliates of SoundView Research may own positions in the 
securities mentioned and/or provide, have provided or may provide advisory services to some of the 
companies mentioned. 

 
3. SoundView Research does not provide investment advice in the form of “buy,” “sell,” or “hold” 

ratings. This report is intended strictly for informational purposes. We make no claims as to the 
completeness or accuracy of this report although we have done our best. We do not undertake to 
advise you of any changes in our opinion or information contained herein.  
 

4. SoundView is NOT a registered securities broker/dealer, investment bank nor investment advisory.  
 

5. SoundView Technology Group does receive advisory fees, has vested interests and/or may have 
embedded biases in our work. However our aim is on what we call “fact-based research” and 
providing a balanced and informed analysis that provides illumination and insight for investors.  

 
6. SoundView Research is solely responsible for all content– whether it is created for a third party, part 

of an advisory engagement or simply an expression of our ongoing research and analysis. We exercise 
final editorial control over all content produced and any mistakes, omissions or errors are our own.  

 
Our research is distributed to institutions, investors, company managers and individuals via proprietary 
platforms1 and via the internet and social networks. We embrace the online community and social and 
professional networks to engage with colleagues, clients and investors. 
 
SoundView maintains additional online brands for specialty research products including IPO Candy, 
Dealipedia and Research 2.0. We also collaborate and share with research partners like GigaOM. 
 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
 

Main Address: SoundView Technology Group, 1313 Washington St., 326, Boston MA 02118 
Phone: 617-828-6462 Website: http://www.soundview.co 

 

                                                        
1 Bloomberg, Thomson/Reuters/FirstCall, S&P Capital IQ and FactSet. 
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